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R&urn& Un langage ‘w-parfait’ est un o-langagc L de la forme L = R” air R est un langage de 
mots finis, appelt? ginerateur de L. Etant donne un langage ratio nel R, nous itudions la relation 
d’inclusion dans la famille des generateurs de R”: 
(1) Nous montrons d’abord que les gCnCrateurs maximaux pour I’inclusion sont rationnels, 
constructibles et en nombre fini. De plus, tout gCn6rateur de R” est inclus darts l’un d’entre eux. 
(2) Nous montrons ensuite que I’on peut tester si un g6nCrateur est minimal pour I’inclusion. 
Abstract. An ‘o-power’ language is an w-language L of the form L = R” for some language R 
called generator of L. For a given rational language R, we study the relation of inclusion in the 
family of the generators of R”: 
(1) We first prove that the maximal generators, with respect to the inclusion, are rational, 
constructible and finite in number. Moreover, any generator of R” is included in one of them. 
(2) Then we prove that one can test whether a generator is minimal for the inclusion. 
Introduction 
The w-operation (or infinite power) is one of the basic operations to associate 
with an o-language a finitary one; it is particularly used in the study of rational 
o-languages, as shown by MacNaughton’s Theorem [8]. Languages that generate 
the same o-language, using this operation, may be considered as equivalent and 
the problem we investigate is to construct particular generators for rational w-power 
languages, namely greatest, or at least maximal, and some kind of least, or minimal, 
ones (the problem of the existence of finite generators is solved in [6J). 
Let L be a rational w-power language given by an automaton 
congruence relation associated with A, defined by Biichi [4], whit 
(in the sense of Cl]). We first prove that one can decide whether L is an w-power 
language, that is, whether there exists a language R such that R” = L. ASSU 
now that L = R” for some R, the family of the generators of L: {M c X* 1 L = 
has generally no greatest element since it is not closed under union; we prove that 
one can decide whether such an element exists (which, in particu 
L is furthermore an adherence). For that, we first show that L 
crf maximal generators (with respect o the inclusion). Furthermore, these generators 
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are rational and constructable. The simple example L = {am} shows that there is no 
least generator since, for all positive integers n, {a”} is a minimal generator of L, 
and this holds for any o-power language. Using a right congruence (different from 
Biichi’s congruence) we prove that it is decidable to test whether a rational generator 
of L is a minimal one. Then we define the notion of o-basis; the o-basis of L, 
whenever it exists, is in some sense the least generator of L; in particular, if L is 
finitely generated and if it has an w-basis, then the o-basis is one of the least cardinal 
generators of L and it is the unique least-‘sized’ generator of L, where the size is 
the sum of length of words. 
1. Definitions and basic properties 
Let X be an alphabet. The empty word is denoted by E; X* is the set of finite 
words over X, and X” the set of infinite ones. An o-language is a subset of X”, 
and a finitary language (or just, language) is a subset of X*. 
The set of finite left factors of the words of an o-language (respectively language) 
L is denoted by pref( L): 
pref( L) = {w E X* 1% E X” (respectively X*) and WV E L}. 
The o-operation (w-power) associates with a finitary language L the w-language 
L” defined by 
Lw={UEXW[U=U~U*.*.U”...,uiEL\(E}, i>O}. 
efinition 1.1. An o-language M is an o-power language if M = L” for some finitary 
language L. 
Lc X* is a generator of M c X” if M = Lw. 
[ Llw is the family of generators of L”; that is, 
[L],={R~X*~R”=L”}, LcX*. 
One can remark that this family [Llw is a subfamily of {R c X*lpref( R*) = 
pref( L*)} since pref( R w ) = pref( R*) for all languages R. 
. Let X be {Q, b}, and M be the o-language M = {w E X” 1 lwlb = 00) 
enotes the number of occurrences of the letter “6” in w; one can easily 
(a*@” and thus M is an o-power language and L= a*b is a 
) = pref( L") = pref( t*) = X* = pref( X*) which shows that, gen- 
erally, [L], is strictly included in ( c X* [ pref( R”) = pref(L*)} since L” + Xw. 
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Another useful operation to associate with an w-language a finitary one is the 
adherence defined in [9]: Let EC X*; the adherence of L is the o-language 
adh( L) = {u E X” 1 pref( u) c pref( L)}. 
An o-language is said to be an adherence if it is the adherence of some language 
and it is shown in [3] that A= X” is an adherence iff A = adh(pref(A)). A link 
between the adherence and the Cc’-power is given by the following property [3]: for 
all LC X*, adh( L*) = L” u L*adh( L). It follows that L” is an adherence 
- iff L” = adh( L*), 
- iff adh(L) c Lo. 
Example 1.3. L=a*b; Lw={w~XwIlw~~=~}, adh(L)={a”} and awELW, L*= 
{E} u X*b; adh( L*) = X” # Lw. 
The family of rational o-languages (respectively rational languages) is denoted 
by Rat(X”), (respectively R&(X*)). Let us recall that rational o-languages are 
characterized as o-languages that are recognized by an automaton using Biichi’s 
condition. Let A = (X, Q, I, 6, T) be an automaton, where X is an alphabet, Q is a 
finite set of states, I is the set of initial states, S is the transition relation and T is 
the set of terminal states; an o-word w E X” is accepted by A if there exists an 
infinite successful path on A with Jabel w where an infinite path is successful if it 
starts from an initial state and passes infinitely often through a terminal state. The 
w-language recognized by A is the set of accepted w-words for A and is denoted 
by T”(A), whereas T(A) denotes the finitary language recognized by A. 
Ratio;ial o-power languages are, by definition, w-languages which are both 
rational and the o-power of some language. 
For the study of this fami!, v WC use a congruence relation defined by Biichi [4] 
and called ‘congruence transitionnelle’ in [7]. 
Definition 1.4. Let A = (X, Q, I, 6, T) be a complete automaton; for all states q in 
Q, and all words u E X+, let 
q’c S( t, u2) and u = U, u2}; 
in other words, q’e ij( u) if there exists a path on A of the form: 
“I U2 
q---u-q’ 
with u1 u2 = u and t a terminal state. 
x be the relation on X* defined by 
vu, VE x+ (=x*\(E)) 
qE Q: 6(q, u) = S(q, v) and q(u) = q(v). 
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In other words, u = v iff, for all paths q + u q’ on A, there is a path q + ” q’ and 
vice versa, and if one of them passes through a terminal statt, so can be chosen the 
other. 
Biichi proved that this relation is a finite congruence on X* which saturates 
T”(A), that is, which satisfies the property 
vu, vex*: [u]([v])“‘n T”(A) $0 implies [u]([v])~ c T“‘(A) 
where [w] denotes the =-class of w = {x E X* 1 x = w}. 
Since = is of finite and calculable index, we have the 
Lemma 1.6. Vu E X*: [u] E Rat(X*) and is constructible. 
following lemma. 
As a direct consequence of the definition of = , we also have the next result. 
Lemma 1.7. VV,WEX~ ifw=w,w,...w,...,wiEX+, and v=v1v2...vn.;.,viE 
X+, such that vi zwiforall i>O, then WE T“‘(A) ~$VE T“‘(A). 
Proposition 1.8. An o-language is a rational o-power language iff it is the o-power 
of some rational language. 
In other words, let L be an o-language; the two following properties are equivalent: 
(i) LE R&(X”) and 3M c X* such that M” = L; 
(ii) 3R E Rat(X*) such that L = R”. 
Proof. (ii) implies (i) in an evident way since, for all rational languages R, R” is 
a rational w-language. 
(i)*(ii): Let A = (X, Q, I, 6, T) be a complete automaton which recognizes L = 
M”, and = be the associated congruence. Let R be the language 
R={wEX*l%EMandv=w}. 
Then M c R and thus M” c R” and R” c M” by Lemma 1.7. Indeed, let w E R”, 
w=wlw,...wm . . . . wi E R\(E); by definition of R, there exist vl , v2, . . . , v,, . . . such 
that Vi “Wi and viEM forall 1>0; then ~-v,v~...v~...~M~ andthus WEM”. 
lUoreover, R is a finite union of =-classes and thus is a rational language. 0 
Proposition 1.9. One can decide whether a rationa; o-language is an o-power language. 
roof. Let L be in Rat(X”) and, as before, A be an automaton which recognizes 
L, and = the associated congruence. Let k be the index of = and let RI,. . . , Rk 
be the =-classes. Then b, is an w-power language iff there exists an I c { 1,. . . , k} 
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such that (Ui,, Ri)” = L. This property is proved by using the same construction 
as for Proposition 1.8: 
- if L = M”, then L = R” with R satisfying the following properties 
R={wEX*I~VEM and v=w}; 
0 R is a finite union of ==-classes. 
This is decidable since the equality of rational o-languages is decidable, and there 
is a finite number of =-classes, Ri, which are furthermore rational and con- 
structable. Cl 
2. Greatest and maximal generators of l?” 
In this section we are interested in the existence of a greatest generator, that is, 
one which contains all others, for a rational o-po-wer language. Generally, such a 
generator does not exist, but it turns out that the maximal ones are rational and 
finite in number. For this study we shall use the following result 
Lemma 2.1 (Latteux and Timmerman [6]). Let R c X* be a rational language; then 
R={w~X*lwR*cpref(R*)} 
is a constructible and rational language such that 
0 pref( R) = pref( R”); 
8 i z(i)*; 
0 VLcX*: (pref(L*)=pref(R*))*L*c R. 
In other words, R is the greatest element of the family 
{McX*Ipref(M*)=pref(R*)), 
and since this family contains [ RIW = (M c X* 1 M” = R”} one directly obtains the 
following result. 
Lemma 2.2. If ff E [RI,,,, then I? is the greatest generator of R”; that is, if (& = R”, 
then VLc X*: (L” = R”) implies Lc I?. 
Example 2.3. R = ba *;then R={~}ub(a+b)“and R”=~“=(~~EXOIIW~~=O~)}. 
Lemma 2.4. R” does not necessarily have a greatest generator. 
Proof. Let R be the ratiJna1 language R = X*(aa + bb)X*. Then R = X* since 
pref( R) = X*, and thus R @ [RI,,,. One can easily see that 
(Rv(a))“=R” and (Ru{b))“=R”, 
but (R v {a, b})” # R” since, for example, (ab)” @ R”. 
R” has no greatest generator, otherwise it would contain R u {a, b}. Cl 
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knma 2.5. i? e [ Rjw does not implv that [23, has no greatest element. 
Proof. Let R=a*b.Then RU={w~Fcrw/]wlb=a3}8~J R=X*E‘[R],. 
is clear that L = X*bX* ti {E} is the greatest generator of R Y This shows t 
not sufficient o test whether k is in [Rlti for deciding on the existence of a 
generator. Cl 
2.6. Let R be a rational anguage such that R o is an adherence; then 
greatest generator of R”. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, it suffices to prove that k = R” whenever R”’ is an ad 
Let cs first recall that, fcr all L c X*, adh( L) = adh(pref( L)) and adh( L”) = L” u 
L*adh( L); it follows that adh( R*) = adt( k) since pref( R”) = pref( ff ); 
adherence implies adh( R*) = R”, and ;ince k = (k)*, one gets R” 
iadh(k) which shows that (i)- c RW. The converse inclusion is immediate since 
R*c R by property of & and thus i E [RI,. 
Let us remark that the condition ‘R” is an adherence’ is in particular satisfied 
whenever R” is finitely generated, that is, wknever there exists a finite set i 
On the other hand, Lemma 2.5 shows that this condition is not necessary for the 
existence of a greatest generator. Cl 
Definition 2.7. A language L c X* is said to be o-maximal if it is maximal for the 
inclusion in [ L],. In other words, L is u-maximal if 
vDzx*: (L u {x})O = L” implies x tz L. 
It is quite clear that if L is the greatest generator of L”, it is o-maximal, but the 
converse does not hold as shown by Lemma 2.4 and the following property. 
ropsition 2.8. Let R be a rational Zanguage; then there is a finite and positive number 
of w-maximai languages in [RI,; these languages are fkthermore rational and 
constructible. 
roof. Let A = (X, Q, Z, 6, T) be an automaton which recognizes R”, and = be the 
associated congruence as defined in Section 1. Let k be the index of =, and ul, . . . , uk 
be representatives of the =-classes. For a!! subsets J of { 1, . . . . , k}, we denote by 
RJ the language 
= ‘LJ [Ui], 
ieJ 
where [ ui] = {x E X* 1 x =t trJ. 
w = R”; then, as in the proof of Proposition 1.8, the 
{WEX*I3VE and v=w) 
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is in [RICO, and thus there exists J c (I, . . . , k} such that 
M c RJ and (R,)” = R”. 
This shows that the family 
S={R,IJc{I,...,k} and (RrY”=RWj 
contains all o-maximal languages of [RI,, which are necessarily of fink and 
positive number, and are rational and constructible. Furthermore, each generator 
of 18” is contained in, at least, one of them. I3 
It follows that the ianguage R is w-maximal iff R E lF (i.e., R is a union of 
=-classes) and Vi E {l , . . . , k}: ui @ R implies (R u { Ui})” f RW. This leads us to the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 2.9. One can decide whether a rational language is o-maximal. 
On the other hand, it is immediate that CR]” has a greatest generator iff the family 
9 is closed under union iff [ Rlw has exactly one o-maximal language; in that case 
one can construct it and test whether it is equal to R, which gives the two following 
corollaries. 
Corollary 2.10. One can decide whether R” has a greatest generator, whenever R is 
rational. 
Corollary 2.11. One can decide whether a rational language R is the greatest generator 
of R”. 
3. Minimal generators of R” 
In the previous section the problem was to find greatest or maximal generators 
for rational o-power languages; in an analogous way we are interested now in the 
existence of minimal generators. 
One can first note that for all language R c X* one has: R” = (R”)” = (JR)” 
where JR = (a*\{~})\( R*\{E})~ is the least basis of R*. 
It is clear that JR n (JR)‘= 0 and that .k” = ( (T/R)‘)~; we then have the following 
lemma. 
Let R c X* be a language; &en R” has no least generator w.r.t, the 
Therefore, we are going to investigate the prrble of minimal generators for R”. 
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efinition 3.2. A language LS X* is said to be o-minimal if it is minimal, w.r.t. the 
inclusion in [L],. In other words, L is o-minimal if 
vx E x*: (L\(x))” = L” implies x E L. 
Example 3.3. For all positive integers n, the language {an} is o-minimal, i.e., is a 
minimal generator of {a”}. 
(1) LetR=ba*;thenR”={bwEXWIlwlo = 00) and it is clear that R is o-minimal. 
(2) Let R = a*ba”; then R is not o-minimal since R” = (a*b)” and a*b c a*ba”. 
This last example shows that the condition R = JR is not sufficient o ensure that 
R is o-minimal. 
Let us see now some basic properties which show that to test whether (L\(x))” = 
L”, it suffices to test whether, for all w E L”, xw belongs to (L\{x))L”. Let R and 
L be languages and let us suppose that, for all w E R”, there exist z+ and w’ such 
that v, EL\(E) and W’E R” and w = vlw’. Then w’ can be factorized in the same 
way and, by straightforward induction, there exists an infinite sequence (tii)iEN+ 
such that vi E L\(E), i > 0, and w = vl v2 . . . v, . . . , which proves the next lemma. 
mma 3.4. Let R and Lc X*; R” c (L\{&})R” implies R” c L”. 
From now on, we shall suppose that the empty word does not belong to the 
languages; that is not a restriction since E plays no role for the o-power. 
Let u be a word of R c X+; from the previous lemma one can deduce that 
uR” c (R\{u})R” implies R” = (R\(u))” 
since uR” c (R\{u})R” implies R” c (R\(u))R” and thus, R” c (R\(u))“. The 
converse inclusion is immediate. 
Conversely, if R” = (R\{ u})“, then uR” c (R\{ u})” which is equal to (R\{ u}) R”, 
hence the following result. 
Lemma 3.5. Let R c X+, and u E R; then the two following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) R” = (R\(u))“; 
(2) uR” c (R\(u))R”. 
Before studying the general case for testing whether a rational language is 
o-minimal, let us consider particular subcases, namely the codes and the finite sets. 
Let us recall that a language R c X* is a code if, for all w E R+ = R*\(E), there is 
only one factorization of w using words of R. It is easy to see that a prefix code is 
w-minimal, but more generally this holds for any code as is stated below. 
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roposition 3.6. Let R c X+; if R is a code, then R is w-minimal. 
Proof. Let w E R and K = R\{w}. 
The w-word w” E R” and, assuming R” = IV, is thus in KW. 
Then w” = ulu2.. . u,. . . , ui E K for all i. Necessarily, there exist v, a left factor 
of w, and four integers i, j, k, I such that 
ul8.42. .  tdk = w’2) 
and u1u2...uI= wiv with k Z 2 and thus i Zj. One can suppose that I> k and thus 
j > i. Then wjv E R+ and it can be factorized, without using w, by wiv = ulu2 . . . u!; 
but one can see that 
wjv = wj-i. wit, = wqQu2.. . uk; 
hence, there is a second factorization of wjv over R, which shows that R is not a 
code. Cl 
The converse of the previous proposition does not hold, as shown by the following 
example: 
Let R = {aa, aaa, b}; then R is o-minimal but R is not a code. However, one can 
remark that C = (aa, aaab, b} is a code and C” = RW. 
In the particular ctPse where R is a finite set, it is quite immediate that one can 
decide whether R is w-minimal since the equality of rational w-languages i  deci- 
dable. However, it is interesting to note that [ Rlw may contain o-minimal languages 
which are not finite, as shown by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.7. Let R =(aa, ba)v b(aa)‘ba v b(aa)+baa; then: 
@ R is o-minimal; 
@ and R” = (aa, ba, baa)“. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.5, to prove that R is w-minimal, it s&ices 40 prove 
that Qw E R, 3u E R” such that wu ti (R\( w})R”. 
(i) aa( ti (R\(aa))R”; 
(ii) ba(ba)” E (R\(ba))R”; 
(iii) Qi>O: ba(aa)” E R” but b(aa)‘baba(aa)” E (R\(b(aa)‘ba)lR”; 
(iv) Qi > 0: in the same way, b(aa)‘baaba(aa)” e (R\(b(aa)‘baaHR”= 
These four points show 
with K = (aa, ba, baa). 
the converse iltclusion, 
belong to R, and this 
that R is o-minimai. It remains to be proved that R” = K” 
First, one can remark that R c K* and thus R” c K”. For 
we just have to show that baaK” c RK” since aa and ba 
is easy to verify; hence 
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Proposition 3.8. Let R c X+ be a rational language; one can decide whether R is 
w-minimal. 
Proof. In a similar way as for o-maximal languages, the principle is to test the 
equality (R\{ x})” = R” for only a finite number of words of R, by using a finite 
congruence relation =, which satisfies u = v implies (R\{ u})O = R” iff (R\(v))” = 
RW. 
Let R c X+ be a rational language and A = (X, Q, qo, 6, T) be a deterministic 
automaton which recognizes R (T(A) = R). One can suppose that R = JR, otherwise 
it is not o-minimal. 
Let A’ = (X, Q’, q&, 8, T’) be a copy of A, that is: 
Q’= WI 4 E 01, 
T’={t’ltc T}, and 
VXE x, tlq’c Q’: S(q’, x) = (S(q, xjjl. 
Let now B = (X, P, { qo}, A, 0) be the automaton deduced from A and A’, and 
defined by 
@ P = S(Q) ;3 8(Q’) where 9(Q) denotes the powerset of Q; 
Ed { qo} E P is the initial state. 
Let F = T u T’, then A, the transition relation, is defined by 
VXEX,VEEP: 
h(E,x)=(S(q,x)lq~ E}u{qL} otherwise, 
that is, if {S(q, x)/q E E} n F # 0. 
From the definition of B, it follows that B is deterministic, and since R = JR, 
one has: 
vUEX*: UE R iff A({qo}, u)n TfQ) 
and 
vu E x*: UE R+\R iff A({qo}, u)n T’fQ). 
Hence, VW E R”, there exists an infinite path on B starting from {qo} with label w. 
Let = be the relation associated with I? defined by 
vu, VEX*: u = v iff Nqol, 4 = NqoL 4. 
Then = is naturally a finite right congruence on X*, and thus a sufficient condition 
for proving Proposition 3.8 is the following claim. 
him. Vu, v E X*: u = v implies 
CR‘\{ u})” = R” iff (R\{ v)Y = RW. 
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Proof. By definition of =, it is immediate that if u = v, then u E R iff v E R; hence, 
we just have to prove that if u = v and u E R, then (R\{ u})~ = R” implies (R\{ v})O = 
R” which, by Lemma 3.5, is equivalent o 
e 
uR”c (R\(u))R” implies vR” c (R\{v})R”. 
Let w E R”, assuming uR” c (R\{u})R” it follows that: uw = u,u2xw’ with 
u = 4l.42, 
Ul E R*\{uh 
U~XE R with x#E, 
u2 # E, and 
wk RW. 
This leads us to examine two different cases: 
(a) Case u1 = E: Then u2 = u and since u = v, ux = vx and thus vx E R; hence, 
VW = 21x.w’ with W’E R” and VXE R\(v). 
(b) Case ul Z E: Then, by definition of B, and since u1 E R+, q&E A({qo}, uJ. 
Let q’=6(q& uJ; qk Q’\T’ since U~XE R and u2@ R (R=dR*). Then q’c 
A ({ qo}, 24 u2), and q’ E A ({ qo}, v) if u = v. By definition of the automaton B, there 




v = 092, 
P = Wo, 0,) and qb Wqo), 4, and 
q’=6(qb, v2) and v2#& since q’#qA (I.+#&). 
Hence, VW = v1v2xw’ with v1 E R*\(v), v2x E R and W’E R”. 
In both cases, VW E (R\{v})R“‘, which proves the claim and thus the propo- 
,* - sirron. u 
Unfortunately, the right congruence = does not allow us to construct an o-minimal 
language from R since (R\(u))” = R” does not imply that (R\[u])” = R” neither 
(R\[ u]\t#” = RW. 
Then the questions of the existence and rationality of o-minimal generators for 
rational w-power languages and, more generally, the counterpart of a property of 
maximal generators, the existence of a minimal generator of R” contained in R, 
remain to be solved. 
Lemma 3.7 shows that R” may have finite and nonfinite minimal generators: 
F = (aa, ba, baa) and R = (aa, ba) v b(aa)+ba v b(aa)+baa; 
however, F can be considered less than R, apart from cardinality, since R c F*. 
In the same way, all generators of aW (respectively Xw) is included in a* 
(respectively X*) and thus {a} (respectively X) is in some sense the least one. 
Another example: let R = ba*; clearly, R is w-minimal and since R * = {E} u bX* 
is the greatest generator of R”, one has 
VLE[R!,,-,; Lc R*. 
Such a language will be called an o-basis. 
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Definition 3.9. Let B c X* be a language; B is an o-basis if 
0 B is w-minimal, and 
* VLE[B],: LcB*. 
From this definition it follows that B* is the greatest generator of [ Blw whenever 
B is an o-basis since (B”)” = BY On the other hand, an o-basis B satisfies B = I/B 
since B is o-minimal and Y/B E [ Blo and for all R c X+, JR c R. 
Conversely, let R be a rational language such that [ Rlw has a greatest element 
R Let B = T/P; then, for all L E [RI,, one has Lc B* = P (= P*), and thus B = JP 
is an w-basis whenever it is o-minimal. Hence, the following property holds. 
Proposition 3.10. Let R be a language; then [ Rlw has an o-bask i$: 
e R” has a greatest generator P, and 
e JP is o-minimal. 
Let us remark that the condition ‘JP is o-minimal’ is necessary as shown by the 
following examples. 
Zxanlple 3.11. Let R = a*ba*; then P = X*bX*, with X = (a, j}, is the greatest 
generator of R” and R = N/I? R is not o-minimal since L = a*b E [R], and is strictly 
included in R. R is not an o-basis and [R], has no w-basis. 
Example 3.12. Let 
R = (ab, aba, abb, baab, baaba, baabb, bb). 
R is a finite set and thus R” is an adherence, and, by Lemma 2.6, k is the greatest 
generator of R“‘. It is shown in [6] that &? is not finite (JR contains ab+a) and it 
is easy to verify that R c ~6; thus [ Rlw has no d-basis although it is finitely 
generated. 
Considering a previous example, R = ba”, which is an a-basis, it follows that 
there is no link between the existence of an o-basis in [RI, and the fact that R” 
is an adherence. 
Corollary 3.13. Let R 6 X* be a languagt!; thv [R]* has at most one w-basis. 
In other words, the w-basis of R” is unique whenever it exists. 
Corollary 3.14. Let R be a rational language; then one can decide whether [ Rlw has 
an o-basis, and the w-basis of R” is rational and constructable whenever it exists. 
This is a direct consequence of previous results. 
In the particular case when R” is finitely generated, that is, whenever there exists 
a finite set F such that F” = R” (which is P decidable property for rational o-power 
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languages [6]), there are obviously generators of Ieast cardinality and generators of 
least size, where the size is the sum of the lengths of the words. A natura! question 
is the link be,iween an ~~~4~.sis and these Jattsr ones. 
Proposition 3.15. Let F c X* be a finite language, such that [F], has an o-basis B. 
Tihen B is a least cardinal element of [F),. 
Proof. Let R be a generator of FY We are going to construct a one-to-one mapping 
from B to R. Let b be a word of B. According to Lemma 3.5, there exists an o-word 
wb E X” such that 
wbEBW and w&(B\{b})Bw 
since B is o-minimal. This w-word wb belongs to R” since R” = F” = B”, and thus 
wb = gbw; with gb E R and wb E R“‘. The word gb, associated with b, belongs to B* 
since B is an o-basis, but &b P! (B - (6)) B* by the choice of wb. 
Let j be the mapping defined by Vb E B: j(b) = gb. For each 6% B, b’# b, one 
has j(b) E (B\{ b’)) B* since j(b) E bB*; hence, j(b) # j( b’). 
By construction, j is a one-to-one mapping from B to R, hence card(B)s 
card(R). Cl 
Corollary 3.16. Let F f: X* be a jinite set; then the o-basis of F” is jinitc whenever 
it exists. 
Let us remark that a least cardinal element of [ Flw is not necessarily an o-basis 
since, on the one hand, the o-basis does not always exist in [F],; on the other 
hand, a generator of least cardinality is not generally unique. 
Definition 3.17. Let Fc (X”) be a finite set. The size of F is the sum of the lengths 
of the words of F. 
Notation: size(F) = CJE F Ifl 
Proposition 3.18. Let B c X* be a ginite o-basis. Then B is the single least-sized 
element oj [B], . 
Proof. Let R c X+ be a least-sized element of [B],; if R is included in B, then 
R = B since B is o-minimal. Let us suppose that R is not included in B; then there 
exists a word u E R such that u e B. This word can be factorized in u = u1 u2 with 
~1 E B and u2 E B+ since B is an w-basis and thus R c B*. 
Let S be the set S=(R\{u}) u ( ul, u2}; then S E [ Flw since R” c SW and S c B”; 
by construction, size(S) G size(R) and thus, size(S) = size(R) since R is of least 
size, which in particular shows that S is o-minimal and u1 # u2. 
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Then, by Lemma 3.5, there exists a w E S” such that w E (S\{ z+})S”. A fortiori, 
we (R\{u})R"; however, w E S” = R", hence w E uR" = u,u2RW which is equal to 
U,U~SW c u,S” = (S\{u2})S”, 
hence the contradiction. 
It follows that the only possibility for R is R c B, which proves the proposition. q 
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